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Review Joel Kyack’s kinetic sculptures: The cycles 
of life in water bottles, buckets and a record player
Sharon Mizota | April 29, 2016

Joel Kyack’s exhibition is at Francois Ghebaly Gallery through May 14. (Jeff McLane / Joel Kyack and Francois Ghebaly Gallery)

 might want to use the restroom before visiting Joel Kyack’s exhibition at François Ghebaly 

Gallery.

The artist, known for his endurance performances and examinations of bodily processes, has turned his 

attention to the fountain as an aesthetic and mechanical form. The sound of running water permeates the 

show, uniting dark, intertwining notions of physicality, modernity and consumerism.

“The Body Is a Glass House” is a baker’s rack threaded with a zigzagging network of plastic bottles through 

which water flows in a continuous loop. Here, the body is an absurd machine — really just a network of 
tubes — as seen via the modernist aesthetic of transparency and supported by our wasteful obsession with 
bottled water. 

“Anatomy of an Empire” makes an even more pointed critique. The white Melamine structure evokes the 

clean lines of a modernist house. But it is stained by a black liquid that flows continually from a “head” 
composed of a blue pinstriped shirtsleeve — standard stockbroker issue — and sunglasses. The rest of 
the fountain is dotted with objects suggestive of body parts: a lumpy pink spine, a pale chunk of hairy 
leg, muddy egg-shaped masses. Despite its aspirations to total mastery, empire is a spewing, fleshy, 
dismembered mess. 

Yet the show isn’t entirely pessimistic. In the second room is a beautiful kinetic sculpture: a spiral of wire 
wrapped around a balloon. The wire is affixed at the bottom to a spinning record player, and as it turns, 
the balloon appears to fall and be cradled in the spiral. Titled “Father Time,” it includes a thrift store photo 

of a sleeping baby and is a lovely evocation of the cycle of life, defying the many dehumanizing factors that 

conspire against it.

Francois Ghebaly Gallery, 2245 W. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles, (323) 282-5187, through May 14. 

Closed Sundays and Mondays. www.ghebaly.com
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Joel Kyack: Old Sailors Never Die

KYACK STRUCTURES THE 
SHOW AROUND A MYSTERY, 
A FAILURE OF SENSE, 
RATHER THAN CHEAP 
SIDESHOW WISDOM

18 January – 8 March 2014, François Ghebaly, Los Angeles
By Jonathan Griffin

Joel Kyack is an artist not naturally given to subtlety. His last, maniacally overhung exhibition at François 

Ghebaly Gallery, in 2011, was titled Escape to Shit Mountain, and it included a large banner painted with 

the words ‘Kill all endings’. Old Sailors Never Die, his latest outing and only the second exhibition to take 

on Ghebaly’s new and enormous gallery space, reveals some remarkable and uncharacteristic moments of 

restraint.

For those partial to Kyack’s trademark blend of brash, cartoon aesthetics and salt-of-the-earth allegory, 

however, there is still plenty to behold. Megalodon (all works 2014) is a ten-foot-high set of shark jaws, 

cut from wooden planks and bristling with teeth fashioned from kitchen knife blades. Kyack might not 

welcome a comparison with Damien Hirst (who would?), but with Megalodon he seems, like Hirst, to 

prioritise impact over complexity.

A shark represents, for most of us, a rather hyperbolic signifier of death; more than being eaten, what 
keeps me awake in the small hours is a dread of floating into oblivion, helpless and alone. Which, as it 
happens, is the allegorical fate that Kyack describes in the exhibition’s central and eponymous work. In the 

installation Old Sailors Never Die, a video plays 

inside a rudimentary shack. A man is seemingly 

adrift on a flat-topped boat with no evident means 
of propulsion. Planted in the deck beside him is 

a small palm tree, under which he shades himself 

from the sun. Then, without explanation, he lashes 

the tree to a rock and pushes it off the side of the 
boat into the green abyss.



A highpoint of the exhibition is the press release, which 

consists of ten multiple-choice uestions. umber five, 
What do you feel in destroying something that provides 
you comfort and companionship? (a) freedom (b) 

remorse c  indifference , gets close to the heart of the 
conundrum that is Old Sailors Never Die. Stepping out 

of the shack, you see that the roof is formed from the 

boat in the video, and a giant pair of cutoff denim shorts 
turns its twin prows into legs. The prone sailor and the 

grounded ship are one and the same.

NUMBER FIVE, ‘WHAT DO 
YOU FEEL IN DESTROYING 
SOMETHING THAT 
PROVIDES YOU COMFORT 
AND COMPANIONSHIP? (A) 
FREEDOM (B) REMORSE 
(C) INDIFFERENCE’

Alright, so the tree is not very big, and there is little sense in the short video of any real peril, or even that 

the man is alone (the camera crew were surely following his every movement). However, with this simple 

surrealist gesture, Kyack structures the show around a mystery, a failure of sense, rather than cheap 

sideshow wisdom.

yack is at his most restrained with Water evel, a clear hose containing dyed blue water and pinned to the 
wall at each end. The device is a makeshift spirit level, and a demonstration of empirical fact. It contrasts 

with a nearby tableau contriving a ship’s table with a seesawing horizon out the window and a motorised 

swinging lamp.   .    A , though an elaborate construction, is a simple fiction. t 
offers, like the best parts of this show, a space for viewers to fill with their own answers.

This article was first published in the April 2014 issue.
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Every Rough Edge Is Gone 

Joel Kyack talks about how to translate energy into art and go from desire to action

by laura owens
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Joel Kyack: The red light is on.
Laura Owens: Do you think we can just ask each 

other questions?
JK: Sure.

LO: Do you like to look at art?
JK: Yes.

LO: Some artists don’t like to look at art.
JK: I don’t find a whole lot that really turns me on 

but I like seeking it out. Even the stuff I’m not digging 
is somehow formulating an argument in my own work. 
Or sometimes when I see something I’m really puzzled 
by it excites me and shakes me into action.

LO: Has that ever happened to you with a painting?
JK: Just recently actually, with your show “12 Paint-

ings” at 356 S. Mission Rd. and Llyn Foulkes’s show 
at the Hammer Museum. There was this one piece in 
Foulkes’s show in particular called Flanders (1961–62), 
where he’d taken a framed painting and just put it in 
the larger painting. So this reference that he was mak-
ing to something that he had seen in the world wasn’t 
really a reference, it was just the actual thing stuck into 
the painting. And because the framed painting felt so 

finished on its own, simply by being in a frame, there 
became this silent conversation between the piece it was 
and the piece it had now become. All the information 
I needed was right there.

LO: I also really liked the Llyn Foulkes show, but was 
looking more at his use of trompe l’oeil. How it creates these 
telescoping versions of reality. There’s a painted reality, and 
then there’s a painting within that and a painting within 
that. His use of shadow and three-dimensional collage: “Oh, 
that’s a table…” “No, that really is a table because it’s 
sticking off the painting.” In your new work, you’re put-
ting these found framed paintings, posters, photographs on 
the actual painting. It highlights an awareness of the fact 
that you’re constructing this thing. It makes the body of the 
viewer active. They have to engage with it, and it’s a kind of 
awakening to the process of thought involved in its making. 
As opposed to a painting that’s transporting you to another 
world, where the body in the gallery or even the physical 
space in front of the art is much less important.

JK: Maybe this awareness you’re describing serves 
to get around the linear experience of being transported 
to another world. Maybe by compounding levels of 
awareness you allow the work to be this singular, non-
linear thing.
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LO: I think what you’re bringing up with Llyn Foulkes 
— which happens in a lot of really good art — is that the col-
lage has this element of demonstrating the process, and that 
is just laid bare. It’s like saying: “It’s permissible to see how 
I made this thing. I cut this out of here and I glued it on.”

JK: This revealing of process, or having it be very 
direct and unrefined, seems radical to me given that the 
things we generally interact with in our daily lives are 
so insanely refined. Like a cell phone — every rough 
edge is gone. It is a thing that is solely about its end 
use. And when these types of objects fail, even slightly, 
there’s nothing that looks worse. Forget function — 
it has failed its intention. Its like Donald Judd’s early 
sculptures at Marfa, they look like shit because, if just 
the corner is a tiny bit off, I’m like: “The whole thing’s 
bullshit now.” I’d argue that the tiny flaw — which 
is inherent over time — ruins it because its intention 
is exactitude. Even getting into a new car feels like a 
human never even touched it, like some giant robot 
pooped out this other robot. 

LO: Do you think that means that art has to allow its 
flaws or have its own self-evidence built into it in order for 
it to be authentic?

JK: I think there’s other ways of doing it, and I think 
that depends on how savvy you are. You did it in your 
last show. I went back to see it several times because I 
think I was just pissed about why I liked it so much. 
It was like when I first started playing in bands… We 
would go to some show and be so excited by the band 
that we would go and immediately practice at like 1:30 
in the morning. What I liked was that it just felt so 
confident and just all the way, no apologies, all guts.

LO: It’s funny because our artist colleague Michael 
Decker said to me about that show: “Your art comes across 
like you were the kid who someone on the playground picked 
on a couple times and you took it. And then you went home 
and you came back with some kind of machine that just laid 
everyone flat.” I think he was trying to say it looked like I 
had something to prove and I over-proved it. But when I was 
making it I was thinking more like, I’m fucking sick of seeing 
all this work that is aestheticizing the idea of not trying, this 
aesthetic encapsulation of something that says, “I didn’t try 
and that’s really cool.” I just came to the conclusion that it 
was really embarrassing to try, and I was like, “Oh, now 
I’m going to try really hard to do it.”

JK: Those paintings have these giant exaggerated 
gestural marks that seem to have come from smaller 
gestures, and in that translation of scale and intention 
— from the actual gesture to the interpretation and 
remaking of that gesture — you don’t leave anything 
out. The mark is itself, its interpretation, and its repre-
sentation as a mark — all three.

LO: I didn’t realize until afterwards that this idea of the 
frame within a frame or the painting within the painting 
was happening. Those big marks — when I started talking 
about the work I was like, “Oh my God, that big mark is 
made out of all these other big marks.”

JK: It begins compounding.

LO: Like a Russian nesting doll.
JK: I thought of “12 Paintings” as being really gen-

erous. That’s something that I think is perceived as 
not cool right now in contemporary art. It’s not cool 
to be generous to your audience. Shit, your show and 
Foulkes’s felt generous enough that I started thinking 
that I could make a painting, that I could translate the 
energy that is, to me, inherent in drawing.

LO: When I walked in your studio that was exactly 
what I saw. I was like, “This is an amazing drawing.” Be-
cause with simple gestures you had really just drawn on 
the canvas and it felt like a very complete thing with a 
few marks.

JK: I had always felt very confident about sculpture 
or performance or music, but painting felt scary. Maybe 
about the third time I saw your show I went to the stu-
dio and stretched the first canvas. I was just like, “I’m 
going to do this fucking thing right now.”

LO: How do you go from not stretching a canvas to 
stretching a canvas?

JK: Shit, I don’t know. I think you go from desire to 
action when you have no other option. And the second 
I did it I was like, “This makes sense, so now I’ve got to 
go and do this as well.”

LO: I wonder if the argument against painting could 
be because it has this historical primacy at its center. It’s 
just this thing that gets rebelled against, you know? Maybe 
it has something to do with it being read as art.

JK: Very simply read as art?

LO: If you ask an average person “What’s art?” they 
say, “Paintings.” Somehow your brain fully believes in that. 
With sculpture, you have these materials to deal with. Even 
a Donald Judd is referring to…

JK: …other things made of steel.

LO: Things that are made for the world have a function 
and are awesome.

JK: It’s interesting — this referential dialogue with 
the “real world” that a piece is in conversation with… 
I’m reading Artificial Hells by Claire Bishop right now, 
and she talks about this interesting point where when 
an artist does something — let’s say you build a commu-
nity center in the gallery… Her point was that criticism 
of those sorts of works is almost exclusively reserved for 
comparison only to other works of art. It doesn’t get 
compared to or measured against the actual thing in 
the world that it’s performing as.

LO: Like an actual community center.
JK: Exactly. The merits of the project can — and I’d 

argue should also — be talked about in relationship to 
the actual “real world” thing it’s in conversation with: 
the community center, functional steel structures, the 
café. We can just talk about it as a café. Is it a good café 
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or a bad café, compared to other cafés? Since art has 
gone so far as to include almost any situation, I think 
it’s exciting that all processes are game to any single 
artist. I think in that idea there’s this sense of freedom, 
and that sense of freedom is a valuable thing to exercise 
and convey.

LO: I think making paintings it’s weirder though than 
when you have the kind of fluidity of making art out of 
many different materials. You’re literally using your hand 
and the paintbrush, and when you feel yourself making the 
same marks over and over again there’s a consciousness to 
it that is always too self-conscious. And it’s what can easily 
end up feeling stayed and overworked.

JK: I’m always a little wary of respect in general, and 
when that sort of self-indulgence happens, it seems like 
this awkward, weird respect for one’s self, for ones own 
work. It’s like exalting what you do and then behaving 
respectfully towards it. It becomes a trap.

LO: That’s really subtle. That’s a quality of dialogue 
with yourself, knowing you’re imitating yourself from a year 
ago. Or maybe there would be a great sense of freedom in 
doing the exact same thing every day.

JK: Hard to say.

Joel Kyack (b. 1972, Abington, Pennsylvania)  
lives in Los Angeles.

Selected solo shows: 
François Ghebaly Gallery, Los Angeles; Kate Werble 
Gallery, New York; Hammer Museum, Los Angeles; 

Selected group shows: 
Balice Hertling, Paris; Praz-Delavallade, Paris; 

Workplace Gallery, Gateshead; Rubell Family Collection, 
Miami; West of Rome, Los Angeles; Kavi Gupta, Berlin; 

CCA Wattis Institute, San Francisco. 

Laura Owens is an artist. She lives in Los Angeles. 
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AN ARTIST’S EXPLORATION OF 
THE VARIOUS POINTS OF DECAY

“CROSSING THE LINE,” (2010). 
PERFORMANCE. FONTANA DE NET-
TUNO, BOLOGNA, ITALY. COURTESY 
THE ARTIST AND FRANÇOIS GHE-
BALY GALLERY, LOS ANGELES.

JOEL KYACK
WRITTEN BY MAXWELL WILLIAMS



“GROWING PAINS LEAVE 
STAINS,” (2011). PERFOMANCE. 

MACRO TESTACCIO, ROME, 
ITALY. COURTESY THE ARTIST 

AND FRANÇOIS GHEBALY 
GALLERY, LOS ANGELES.

YOU ARE BORN. YOUR HEART BEATS BILLIONS OF TIMES, YOUR LUNGS TAKE HUNDREDS OF 
millions of breaths, and your body busts its ass to keep running as smooth as a 

Lamborghini. Then, inevitably, like a Lambo with 350,000 miles on it, no matter 

LS[�VMGL�]SY�EVI�SV�LS[�TS[IVJYP�]SY�JIIP��]SYV�FSH]�FVIEOW�HS[R��=SY�GER�ÁKLX�
it for only so long. Lesions and amputations and diseases turn you to a lump of 

HIGE]MRK�ÂIWL�ERH�VSXXMRK�SVKERW��8LEX W̧�TVIGMWIP]�[LIR�EVXMWX�.SIP�/]EGO W̧�IEVW�
perk up. 

/]EGO W̧�QYPXMJEVMSYW�TVEGXMGI�JSGYWIW�PEVKIP]�SR�XLI�LYQER�FSH] W̧�XIRHIRG]�
to fuck up. Through work that some might consider gruesome (a performance in 

[LMGL�/]EGO W̧�µFSH]¶�MW�WPMGIH�MR�LEPJ�EX�XLI�XSVWS�[MXL�/]EGO W̧�XST�LEPJ�TYQTMRK�
µFPSSH¶�MRXS�FSXL�IRHW�JVSQ�E�QIXEP�FS[P�SV�KVSWW��E�LYQERSMH�WGYPTXYVI�[MXL�E�
computer monitor head playing a video of a knife stabbing, while the body holds 

E�QEWW�SJ�FPSSH]�IRXVEMPW�SV�VITYPWMZI��TYW��GYQ��TMWW��ERH�WLMX�EPP�KIX�ER�IUYEP�
WLEOI��/]EGO�I\TPSVIW�HIEXL��H]MRK��ERH�XLI�JYRGXMSRW�SJ�XLI�FSH]�[MXL�E�GEVXSSR�
PMOI�JEWGMREXMSR��-X W̧�KYX�FYWXMRK�WXYJJ�

/]EGO�XSSO�E� PSRK�XMQI�XS�ÁREPP]�KIX� XS�EVX�QEOMRK��WS�LI�LEW�WSQIXLMRK�
of an outré view. He always drew, and he even attended the mecca of all that 

is East Coast trash art—the Rhode Island School of Design [RISD]. There, he 

JSVQIH�E�RSMWI�VSGO�FERH�GEPPIH�0ERHIH�ERH�TVSGIIHIH�XS�VIPIEWI����JYPP�PIRKXL�
EPFYQW�ERH�XSYV�JSV�WIZIR�]IEVW��%JXIV�0ERHIH�VER�MXW�GSYVWI��/]EGO�FIGEQI�E�
XEXXSS�EVXMWX�MR�2I[�=SVO��[LIVI�LI�VIÁRIH�LMW�HVE[MRK�WOMPPW��ERH�FIGEQI�JEQMPMEV�
[MXL�FSHMP]�ÂYMHW��FIJSVI�JEPPMRK�MR�[MXL�E�GEVTIRXIV��%JXIV�TP]MRK�LMW�XVEHI�EW�E�
TEVX�XMQI�[SSH�FYXGLIV��ERH�FIGSQMRK�MRXMQEXIP]�JEQMPMEV�[MXL�QEXIVMEPW�ERH�XLI�
WOMPPW�RIIHIH�XS�QERMTYPEXI�XLIQ��/]EGO�FIKER�XS�ETTP]�RI[JSYRH�HI\XIVMX]�MRXS�
LMW�[SVO��7MRGI�������LI W̧�I\LMFMXIH�IMKLX�GIPIFVEXIH�WSPS�I\LMFMXMSRW��ERH�LMW�
work continues to be hailed by everyone from The New York Times critic Holland 

Cotter to NPR.

/]EGO��[LS�PMZIW�MR�0SW�%RKIPIW�ERH�WLS[W�[MXL�*VERpSMW�+LIFEP]�MR�'YPZIV�
City, remains an enigma, an artist who handcrafts his sculptures and participates 

MR�LMW�TIVJSVQERGIW�MR�ER�EKI�[LIR�JEFVMGEXMSR�MW�OMRK�ERH�XLI�EVXMWX W̧�LERH�MW�
VEVIP]�WIIR��*SV�XLI�*VMI^I�%VX�*EMV W̧�ÁVWX�2I[�=SVO�IHMXMSR�MR�1E]��/]EGO�LEW�FIIR�
[SVOMRK����LSYV�HE]W� MR�4IRRW]PZERME�� XYVRMRK�ER�SPH� PERHWGETMRK�ZER� MRXS�E�
QSRWXVSYW�GEVRMZEP�KEQI��,I�MW�I\LEYWXIH�[LIR�[I�GLEX�SR�XLI�TLSRI´TIVLETW�
XLI�WPIIT�HITVMZEXMSR�MW�GEXGLMRK�YT�XS�LMQ��-X�WIIQW�PMOI�XLI�SRP]�FSH]�/]EGO�
HSIWR X̧�WIIQ�XS�XLMRO�EFSYX�MW�LMW�S[R��

How did you transition from making music to making studio art? 

-�HMHR¸X�QEOI�ER]�EVX�JSV�E�PSRK�XMQI´PMOI�WIZIR�]IEVW��-�TPE]IH�QYWMG��ERH�
toured, and made records, and just partied my ass off. I was doing whatever 

XLI�JYGO�-�[ERXIH��0ERHIH�TPE]W�RS[�SRP]�ZIV]�VEVIP]��;I¸VI�KSMRK�XS�TPE]�
EX�XLI�;LMXRI]�EX�XLI�IRH�SJ�1E]�[MXL�(E[R�/EWTIV��[LS�-�HS�TIVJSVQERGI�
WXYJJ�[MXL��7LI¸W�MR�XLI�&MIRRMEP��ERH�WLI�EWOIH�0ERHIH�XS�GSQI�TPE]�ERH�HS�
a performance with her.

-�[EW�KIXXMRK�JVYWXVEXIH�XLEX�-�HMHR¸X�ORS[�LS[�XS�HS�XLMRKW��-�GSYPH�HS�
one thing [music] that would earn me the money to then pay someone else 

XS�HS�EPP� XLI�SXLIV� XLMRKW´XLEX¸W�TVIXX]�QYGL� XLI�GSRXIQTSVEV]�;IWXIVR�
[SVPH��-�[ERXIH�XS�PIEVR�XLIWI�LERHW�SR�XLMRKW��ERH�-�NYWX�FYPPMIH�Q]�[E]�MR��
I was living with a carpenter, and I started helping him renovate a carriage 

LSYWI��-�[EW�NYWX�XLIVI�XS�LIPT�TEMRX�ERH�LSPH�XLMRKW��FYX�VIEPP]�UYMGOP]�-�KSX�
into it and started working for him, and then working on sets with him, and 

then I started working for an architectural restorator. 

I wanted to have an idea, listen to the idea, and be like, ‘How do I best 

WIVZI�XLMW�MHIE# �̧-�KYIWW�-�[EW�XV]MRK�XS�EWWIQFPI�XLMW�HIIT�UYMZIV�SJ�WOMPPW�
so that, when the time came, when I felt like my ideas had come together 

IRSYKL��XLEX�-�[SYPH�FI�EFPI�XS�I\IGYXI�XLI�MHIEW�MR�E�[E]�XLEX�JIPX�I\GMXMRK�
and urgent because I had this skill with this material. 

;MXL�GEVTIRXV]�� ]SY� MRIZMXEFP]�FIGSQI�E�TEVX�XMQIV� ?[LIR�]SY� PIEVR�
the trade]. You learn a familiarity with the material, and with using your 

LERHW´XLEX¸W�[LIR�]SY�HIGMHI�XS�ETTVSEGL�XLEX�QEXIVMEP�EW�TPE]��=SY�GER�
XYVR�XLI�WOMPP�SJJ��]SY�GER�XYVR�MX�SR��-¸Q�XV]MRK�XS�QEOI�XLMW�[SVO�XLEX�LEW�
ER�IRIVK]�XS�MX�XLEX�JIIPW�PMOI�XLI�TIVWSR�NYWX�ÁRMWLIH�MX��

How do you know which direction you want to take something? Do you start 

with an idea of the direction you want to take? 

-¸Q�GSRWXERXP]�I\TPSVMRK�XLVII�MHIEW��-�GSQI�FEGO�XS�XLIWI�MHIEW�SJ�
TIVWSREP�SV�MRHMZMHYEP�EKIRG]��SRI�TIVWSR¸W�EFMPMX]�XS�HS�WSQIXLMRK��8LEX�
can be a lot of different things that happen conceptually or physically 

MR� XLI� [SVO´LSTIJYPP]� EW� FSXL�� %PWS�� -¸Q� SJXIR� HIEPMRK� [MXL� SYV�
relationships with our bodies—around the malfunctioning, alteration, 

ERH�HIGPMRI�SJ�XLI�FSH]��%RH�-�[SYPH�WE]�XLI�XLMVH�XLMRK�[SYPH�FI�LYQER¸W�
VIPEXMSRWLMT� [MXL� REXYVI�� ERH� F]� I\XIRWMSR�� XLVSYKL� XLEX� SFWIVZEXMSR��
REXYVI¸W�VIPEXMSRWLMT�[MXL�MXWIPJ�

“SELF-PORTAIT W/ SHARK,” 
(2008). INKJET PRINT. 12” X 15”. 
COURTESY THE ARTIST AND 
FRANÇOIS GHEBALY GALLERY, 
LOS ANGELES.
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8LSWI�XLVII�TSMRXW�[SVO�FIGEYWI�XLI]¸VI�XLMRKW�XLEX�EVI�ZIV]�FEWMG��
YRMZIVWEP� XLMRKW��8LI]¸VI� RSX� WS� IWSXIVMG� XLEX� ]SY� LEZI� XS� VIEH� E� JYPP�
TEKI�TVIWW�VIPIEWI�XS�EGGIWW�XLI�[SVO��0MOI��[LIR�-¸Q�HIEPMRK�[MXL�WSQI�
PMUYMH�WLSSXMRK�SYX�SJ�E�FSH]��[I�EPP�ORS[�[LEX�XLEX¸W�EFSYX��?Laughs�A�&YX�
XLIVI¸W�E�[E]�XS�TYX�TSIXV]�MRXS�XLSWI�XLMRKW�XLEX�EVI�YWYEPP]�XLSYKLX�SJ�
EW�·KVSWW�¸�SV�XLMRKW�[I�HSR¸X�XLMRO�SJ��;I�HSR¸X�XLMRO�EFSYX�SYV�FSHMIW�
falling apart. The things that we push down are often the things that 

really define who we are.

Why do you think people don’t think about bodily functions and liquids inside 

the body?

The body, like any other machine, is not something that you consider 

YRXMP� MX�QEPJYRGXMSRW��=SY� HSR¸X� GSRWMHIV� LS[� ER]XLMRK�[SVOW´]SYV� GEV��
]SYV�GSQTYXIV��]SYV�FSH]´YRXMP� WSQIXLMRK�KSIW�[VSRK��8LIR�]SY¸ZI�KSX�
XS�ÁKYVI�SYX�[LEX¸W�[VSRK�ERH�LS[�XS�Á\�MX��7S��[I¸VI�LEVH�[MVIH�WS�XLEX��
[LIR�[I¸VI�JIIPMRK�KSSH��MX¸W�XMQI�XS�NYWX�JYGOMRK�IRNS]�SYVWIPZIW��?Laughs.] 

+S�SYX�LEZI�E�KSSH�XMQI��KIX�PEMH��KIX�HVYRO��KS�SR�E�GERSI�XVMT��=SY�HSR¸X�WMX�
around and think about the inevitability of death, but it always comes back 

to that. That guarantee is the real one thing we all share: things die, things 

fall apart, things go away. 

Does this interest in the decaying body surface in your daily life? Say, instead 

of small-talk about the weather, you bring up ailments?

Absolutely. [Laughs�A�8LI�WLEVMRK�SJ�XLSWI�XLMRKW´XLEX¸W�[LEX�QEOIW�YW�
human. Empathy is the thing that separates us from the other animals. -X¸W�
in those moments that real human connection happens.�8LIVI¸W�RSXLMRK�
PMOI�FIMRK�[MXL�WSQISRI�]SY�PSZI�[LIR�XLI]¸VI�H]MRK. I just saw a video on 

=SY8YFI�XLI�SXLIV�HE]�XLEX�FPI[�Q]�JYGOMRK�QMRH��-X¸W�E�KY]�[LS�LEH�LMW�
JSSX�EQTYXEXIH�VMKLX�FIPS[�XLI�ORII��ERH�LI�OIITW�MX�MR�LMW�JVII^IV��ERH�LI�
XEOIW�MX�SYX�ERH�WLS[W�MX�XS�XLI�GEQIVE�JSV�EFSYX�ÁZI�QMRYXIW��ERH�MX�WXEVXW�
XS�HIJVSWX��ERH�LI�WE]W��·-�KSX�XS�TYX�MX�FEGO�¸ When a foot or a hand is cut 

off, those are denials of agency. If someone were to chop their own hand 

SJJ��XLEX¸W�E�FMK�KIWXYVI��-X�QIERW�E�PSX�QSVI�XLIR�NYWX�XLI�TL]WMGEP�EGX�SJ�
GLSTTMRK�SRI¸W�LERH�SJJ��

It’s an idiom: ‘I’d give my left leg.’ 

When you begin your life, your relationship to your body is something 

THIS PAGE: “SUPERCLOGGER,” 
(2010). PERFORMANCE ON LOS 
ANGELES FREEWAYS. PHOTO: 
ANTHONY LEPORE. COURTESY 
THE ARTIST AND FRANÇOIS GHE-
BALY GALLERY, LOS ANGELES. 
OPPOSITE: “THE DAM,” (2006). 
PERFORMANCE. UNAMI CREEK, 
HARLEYSVILLE, PA. PHOTO: AN-
THONY LEPORE. COURTESY THE 
ARTIST AND FRANÇOIS GHEBALY 
GALLERY, LOS ANGELES.
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XLEX¸W�VIEPP]�XMKLX��8LI�[E]�PMXXPI�OMHW�YWI�XLIMV�FSHMIW� MW�ZIV]�HMVIGX��8LI]�
HSR¸X�LEZI�XLEX�JIEV�SJ�HIEXL�]IX��XLIMV�QSVXEPMX]�MWR¸X�VIEPP]�E�TEVX�SJ�MX��%W�
you get older, you begin to change that relationship with your body: You 

JIEV�MX��]SY¸VI�EWLEQIH�SJ�MX��]SY¸VI�EWLEQIH�SJ�]SYV�HIWMVI��-X¸W�ER�MHIE�XLEX�
TSTW�YT�MR�GPEWWMGEP�RYHIW��1E]FI�-¸Q�HSMRK�WSQI�YTHEXIH�ZIVWMSR�SJ�XLEX��
&YX�EP[E]W�TIVZIVXIH�

What are your thoughts on age, and what it is about humanity that makes us 

fear getting old?

A lot of people can remember, as a kid, doing something totally fucked 

YT�� 2S[�� XLI]� [SYPH� RIZIV� HS� ER]XLMRK� GVE^]�� 3RGI� ]SY� WXEVX� VIEPM^MRK�
XLEX� PMJI� IRHW�� ]SY¸VI� KSMRK� XS� HS� IZIV]XLMRK� ]SY� GER� XS�QEOI� MX� EW� PSRK�
EW�TSWWMFPI��-J�WSQISRI�KEZI�]SY�E�VYPIFSSO�EFSYX��·-J�]SY�HSR¸X�HS�XLIWI�
XLMRKW�� XLIR� GLERGIW� EVI�� WXEXMWXMGEPP]� WTIEOMRK�� ]SY¸PP� PEWX� PSRKIV�̧ � -� XLMRO�
QSWX�TISTPI�EVI�TVEGXMGEP��ERH�XLEX¸W�[LEX�XLI]¸PP�GLSSWI��

Can you take me through what you’re working on for Frieze?

;LIR�-�[EW�KSMRK�YT��Q]�JEXLIV�[EW�XLI�+VERH�1EVWLEP�SJ�XLI�GSYRXV]�
JEMV�MR�Q]�XS[R��ERH�Q]�JEQMP]�VER�E�XLVII�KEQI�FSSXL��*VSQ�[LIR�-�[EW�

JSYV�]IEVW�SPH�YRXMP�-�[EW�����-¸H�[SVO�XLI�FSSXL��4L]WMGEPP]��XLI�MHIE�JSV�
Q]�TMIGI�EX�*VMI^I�QERMJIWXIH�MXWIPJ�EW�E�GSYRX]�JEMV�WX]PI�KEQI��[LMGL�
is more an art instillation in a performance space than it is a traditional 

KEQI��8LI�TMIGI�MW�GEPPIH�·1SWX�+EQIW�EVI�0SWX��2SX�;SR�¸�[LMGL�MW�
E�UYSXI�JVSQ�E�FEWIFEPP�QEREKIV�REQIH�'EWI]�7XIRKIP��&EWIFEPP�MW�E�
KEQI�SJ� WXEXMWXMGW�� WS�]SY¸VI�RIZIV�LMXXMRK� ������+SSÁRK�SR� XLI� MHIE�
SJ�·EVX�JEMV�¸�-�HIGMHIH�XS�MRGSVTSVEXI�E�HMJJIVIRX�OMRH�SJ�·JEMV�¸�-RWXIEH�
of these art fairs being these nondescript spaces where you go and 

you set up a booth, pack it up, and then take it somewhere else, this 

FSSXL�MW�E�WIPJ�GSRXEMRIH�XLMRK�SR�[LIIPW´MX�MW�MXW�S[R�PMXXPI�[SVPH��
-¸ZI�XEOIR�XLI�EVGLMXIGXYVI�SJ�MX�ERH�GYX�LSPIW�MRXS�MX��ERH�-¸ZI�QEHI�
the whole thing into an abstract form of a body. 8LIVI¸W�E�QSYXL�EVIE�
XLEX¸W�MR�XLI�FEGO�XLEX�LEW�E�KEQI�[LIVI�]SY�XV]�XS�PEYRGL�E�FEPP�HS[R�
XLI� XLVSEX� SJ� XLMW� STIR�QSYXL� XLEX� EPWS� PSSOW� PMOI� E� WTLMRGXIV�PMOI�
SVMÁGI��8LIVI¸W�E�XEVKIX�MRWMHI��ERH�XLI�FEPP�just�ÁXW�XLVSYKL�XLI�LSPI��
You have to have the speed and everything right to get it in there. 

'LERGIW�EVI��]SY�HSR¸X��3RI�MR�XLSYWERHW�[MPP�KIX�MX��
In the center, there are two eaves that open up like traditional 

JEMV�WX]PI�FSSXLW��ERH�XLIVI�EVI�XLIWI�X[S�WTPE]IH�VMF�GEKIW��ERH�XLI�
inside is like the inside of a body, but very abstracted. The walls are 

EPP�[EZ]�ERH�XLI]�PSSO�PMOI�KYXW��ERH�MR�XLI�GIRXIV��XLIVI¸W�E�GLMPHVIR¸W�
TSSP�� ERH� MX¸W� VEMRMRK� FPSSH� MRXS� MX��8LIVI¸W� E� VEMR� QEGLMRI� MR� XLI�
GIRXIV��ERH� MX¸W� VEMRMRK�VIH� PMUYMH� MRXS� MX��ERH�XLIR�ÂSEXMRK� MR� XLIVI�
are these little bobbing cylinders that have the same target markings 

EW� XLI�QSYXL��ERH�]SY� XLVS[�XLIWI�VMRKW�SRXS� MX��&YX� XLI]¸VI� MR� XLI�
[EXIV� ERH� XLI]¸VI� FSFFMRK� EVSYRH�� ERH� XLI� VMRK� just� ÁXW� SR� MX��=SY�
have to hit the motherfucker just right. If you do win, fastened to the 

SYXWMHI�SJ� XLI�FSSXL�EVI� JYPP�PIRKXL�QMVVSVW� XLEX�LEZI�TEMRXMRKW�SR�
XLIQ�SJ�EPP�XLI�W]WXIQW�SJ�XLI�FSH]��8LI]¸VI�TEMRXIH�EX�WGEPI��WS�XLEX�
[LIR�]SY�PSSO�EX�]SYVWIPJ�MR�XLI�QMVVSV��MX¸W�XVERWTSWIH�SR�]SYV�FSH]��
The game is free to play, you get one shot, and if you win, you win 

XLI�TMIGI��-J�]SY�HSR¸X�[MR��]SY�KIX�E�PMXXPI�JEMV�VMHI�XMGOIX��ERH�SR�XLI�
XMGOIX�MX�WE]W��·1SWX�KEQIW�EVI�PSWX��RSX�[SR�¸�%�KY]�-�TPE]�QYWMG�[MXL�
ERH� -�[MPP�[SVO� XLI�FSSXL��3RI�SJ�YW�[MPP�FI� MR� XLI�FSSXL�[SVOMRK�
the pool game, and the other will be on the ground with the crowd 

working the other game. 

How important is the element of participation to you?

The playing of it is really� MQTSVXERX� XS�QI��FIGEYWI� -¸Q� XEOMRK�
the notion of the contemporary art fair and inverting it. Whereas the 

contemporary art fair is predominately incredibly rich, bougie people 

who are showing up, and through wealth, connection, privilege, 

XLI]¸VI�KIXXMRK�[LEX�XLI]�[ERX��;MXL�Q]�·FSSXL�¸�XLIVI¸W�EVX�EZEMPEFPI��FYX�
RS� QSRI]� GLERKIW� LERHW� ERH� MX¸W� WSPIP]� FEWIH� SR� ]SYV� PYGO��%W� JEV� EW�
consuming the art, some bum has the same chances to get it just as some 

huge international collector.

This piece addresses, too, the idea of an actual winner. Even though it’s 

damn near impossible, there is this idea of you can like actually walk away with 

a work.

8LEX¸W�[LEX�OIITW�]SY�KSMRK��-X¸W�·IJJSVX�¸�&YX�-�HSR¸X�LEZI�XLI�ERW[IV�
to what it is. What is the win? What is the thing keeps you going? What is 

it that gets you out of the bed? What is that makes you go on, in front of 

XLI�EPP�XLI�EHZIVWMX]�XLEX�KSIW�MR�XLI�[SVPH#�1E]FI�-�XLMRO�EFSYX�XLI�MHIE�
SJ�·XLI�[MR�¸�SV�KIXXMRK�MX�VMKLX��FIGEYWI�-�TPE]�XLI�KEQI�?SJ�EVXA�[LIVI�XLIVI�
MW�RS�GSRGVIXI�ERW[IV�XS�XLEX��-X¸W�RSX�PMOI�-¸Q�E�WTVMRXIV��ERH�-�GER�WE]��·-¸Q�
XLI�FIWX�MR�XLI�[SVPH��ERH�XLMW�MW�XLI�XMQI�¸�8LIVI�MW�RSXLMRK�-�GER�HS�XLEX�
WSQIFSH]� GER� GSRGVIXIP]� WE]�� ·8LMW� MW� KVIEX�¸�=SY� GER� EP[E]W� EVKYI�[MXL�
[LEX�WSQISRI�EFSYX�[LEX¸W�KVIEX�EVX��FYX�-�QIER�]SY�GER¸X�EVKYI�[MXL�[LS�
the richest man is. 
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Mousse 23 ~ Joel Kyack

The infinitude of the private man

 B Y  A N D R E W  B E R A R D I N I

LOS ANGELES

Andrew Berardini dissects the unsettling work of Joel Kyack to trace
certain ideas and themes, in an assorted sample of visions and
elements that are as “anti-” as they are deeply and intimately

American. Kyack likes Paul McCarthy, the mental isolation and physical
vigor of Into The Wild, knives, and the ethics of DIY, in solitude,

making do. Because in the end, the artist is an everyman, and like all
free spirits, must shift for himself, create works that function,

however he can.
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Los Angeles  ~ Joel Kyack

List of Jobs Joel Kyack Has Done for Money, 
In No Particular Order:

 
Dishwasher, Tattoo Artist, Graphic 
Designer, Pizza Maker, Illustrator, 
Prepress Technician at a Silkscreen Factory, 
Web Programmer, Math & English Tutor, Art 
Fabricator, Housepainter, Food Delivery 
Driver, Maintenance Man at a Townhome 
Complex, Residential Carpenter, Prop 
Fabricator, Set Carpenter, Architectural 
Restorator, High School Janitor, Vegetable 
Sorter, Art Instructor, Gardener, Assistant 
Tree Surgeon, Canvasser, Art Handler, 
School Van Driver, Animator, Musician,  
Artist’s Assistant, Butcher, Rock Climbing 
Instructor, Crate Builder, 
Fish Monger and Full-time Artist.

 

As a godfather of the American “rugged individualist”, Ralph Waldo Emerson 
is relatively benign, even if the trickle down of his ideas has been occasionally 
less so. Best remembered for his essay “Self Reliance”, Emerson advocated 
for a radical nonconformity (“Whoso would be a man must be a nonconform-
ist.”). His work emphasizes a part of the American personality that is not only 
self-reliant, but believes that the individual and the will of the individual is the 
force that shapes society. The self-reliant American man became more fully 
and forcefully realized in the younger Thoreau, who turned self-reliance into 
a radical political gesture. According to Thoreau, the individual must eschew 
the comforts of modernity (“Most of the luxuries and many of the so-called 
comforts of life are not only not indispensable, but positive hindrances to the 
elevation of mankind”), and risk being civilly disobedient in order to make 
any progress. 

This kind of radical self-reliance has wended its way through the years to 
take all kinds of forms: the pamphlet of epigrammatic self-awareness that 
populates the ever-burgeoning self-help sections at bookstores, the dangerous 
thrill of adventure tourism, the fierce independence of hardcore survivalists, 
the endurance tests of extreme sportsmen, the Anarchist’s Cookbook, Herbert 
Hoover’s oft-repeated “Rugged Individualist”, the environmental movement 
(complete with a book by the Union of Concerned Scientists called Thoreau’s 
Legacy: American Stories About Global Warming), libertarian separatists holed 
up in remote self-made bunkers like the Unabomber, as well as Thoreau him-
self serving as a cited inspiration for a cavalcade of American (and world) he-
roes, muckrakers, anarchists, and artists including Martin Luther King, J.R., 
John F. Kennedy, Mahatma Gandhi, Upton Sinclair, Emma Goldman, and 
B. F. Skinner. Artists haven’t missed the link between the civilly disobedi-
ent Thoreau and a few of the darker scions of this tradition, picking up on 
Thoreau’s passionate challenges to the idea of the self. But these challenges 
for both Emerson and Thoreau were purposeful, to explore and progress the 
evolution of the individual. 

In a journal entry from 1840, Emerson wrote in his journal a phrase that so 
beautifully sums up the earnest and sometimes dangerous energy of Ameri-
cans when he wrote: “In all of my lectures, I have taught one doctrine, namely, 
the infinitude of the private man.” 

The infinitude of the private man has no better representative (in all of its en-
couraging and troubling incarnations) than Los Angeles-based artist Joel Ky-
ack. Emerson and Thoreau serve as a foundation, in my mind, for the work of 
Kyack, not only because this sense of “the infinitude of the private man” but 
because of this strange of things stated above (nature boy trekking to libertar-
ian separatism) seem to be wholly embodied, with all of their contradictions, 
in Kyack. 

A resident and participant of Fort Thunder in Providence, Rhode Island, in 
the waning years of the twentieth century, Kyack lived and contributed to that 
space, which famously held a collection of misfits, riffraff, and RISD grads 
and served as a place where noise-rock outfits played, art projects were spun 
out and destroyed, and impromptu mattress wrestling parties flourished. Other 
than just by trying to be an artist in a tight-knit and relatively isolated com-
munity of individuals, Kyack collaborated in a numerous noise-rock outfits, 

This page and opposite
The Knife Shop, 2009. 
Courtesy: the artist and Francois Ghebaly, 
Los Angeles. Photo: Kurt Lam. 

AGENDA  LOS ANGELES 

Huntington Gardens 
151 Oxford Road, San Marino, CA 
www.huntington.org 
The site of Rauschenberg’s revelation and 
the best place to go with grandma on acid in 
Los Angeles. Make yourself a fake press pass 
before you go, they don’t look that hard and 
it’ll save you like twenty bucks. Millionaire’s 
trophy spaces cases always make me 
uncomfortable, but the cactus garden is one of 
the strangest, spaciest landscapes one might 
likely encounter anywhere. 

Public Art in LA various places
www.nomadicdivision.org 
www.westofromeinc.com 
www.laxart.org 
www.makcenter.org
There is no doubt that the time has come 
to reevaluate public art and in Los Angeles 
they’ve taken note. Shamim Momim is 
launching an LA public art initiative, LAND 
(Los Angeles Nomadic Division). There is also 
a handful of other public art projects cooking 
in LA lately, including ongoing projects by Emi 
with West of Rome, LAXART, plus the MAK 
center in LA is going public. 
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including most notably Landed (and currently 
Street Buddy), until he turned himself profession-
ally to the pursuit of visual art. Kyack’s practice, 
evidenced by his voluminous resume above is wed-
ded to this American do-it-yourself vision of labor, 
the same strange spirit of the writers of “Self Reli-
ance” and “Civil Disobedience,” through mutated, 
evolved, misunderstood, debased, and reinvigor-
ated through time. Many of his projects like The 
Dam, 2006, (a photo of a performance by Kyack 
standing in the middle of 
a river with a sheet of ply-
wood, trying and failing to 
act as a human dam) and 
the video At sunrise, New 
Year’s Day, hike to the high-
est point you can and jerk off 
until you come, 2007, (self 
explanatory) involve na-
ture and isolation, but in 
which the body becomes a 
primary tool in reacting to 
it. And his action in Radio 
Mountain, 2007-8, is not 
unlike Thoreau’s cabin at 
Walden, except for Kyack 
the cabin is an isolation 
chamber for making music 
with an FM transmitter be-
ing the only one-way mode 
of communication out. 

Meeting with Kyack is like 
meeting a character out of 
a Kerouac novel (“mad to 
live, mad to talk, mad to be 
saved, desirous of every-
thing at the same time, the 
ones that never yawn or 
say a commonplace thing, 
but burn, burn, burn like 
fabulous yellow roman 
candles exploding like spi-
ders across the stars” from 
On the Road). Ideas burst 
out of him as he rattles off 
his numerous projects at a 
frenetic pace, most of them 
lavishly drawn as blue-
prints that resemble some-
thing between a teenagers 
marker and collage doo-
dles carefully wrought in 
the boredom of fifth period 
and what they are, surreal 
handmade works of art. 

He’s in the spirit of what Jerry Saltz once called 
(in a Village Voice essay of the same name from 
Nov. 29, 2005) “Clusterfuck Aesthetics.” The “liv-
ing overlord” of this invented movement, Paul 
McCarthy, is described by Saltz in this same ar-
ticle as “a kind of dirty-old-man, raving-lunatic 
warlock whose autoerotic, sadomasochistic crack-
head stories are replete with bodily fluids, babbling 
nincompoop characters drawn from politics and 
fairy tales, red-nosed reindeers mounting elves, 
and demented Santas defecating chocolate into the 
mouths of female helpers”. Kyack is inspired by 
McCarthy, but not in McCarthy’s live vivisection 
of contemporary pop mythology (Santa Claus and 
Uncle Walt Disney), but from a simple set of ges-
tures involving the body, but one that’s unafraid to 
explore the mythos of Americanness. It’s just that 
Kyack’s quarry comes from a different place than 
the desecrated pop of McCarthy. 

It’s an ethos that amalgamates the fierce and fierc-
er self-reliance credo of Emerson and Thoreau, 
working-class punk rock DIY, Allan Kaprow’s 
happenings, and the less art-philosophical refer-
ences of extreme sporting, survivalism, home im-
provement, and the makeshift mechanics who have 
to always make do. Kyack mixes all this with a tire-
less gusto and earnestness (not unlike the DIY-ers 
of all stripes: home improvers, punkers, and hunt-
ers). Knowing about art history can often become 

an ourobouros, a snake 
eating its tail, of institu-
tional critique until the 
art dematerializes into 
the deadened sterility of 
pure theory. But thank-
fully this mixture is not 
just an all-in proposition 
for Kyack, and more a 
moment when the black 
box of the imagination is 
fed with a certain kind of 
knowledge, that it starts 
to spit out a series of fe-
vered imaginings. 

My first interaction with 
Kyack’s work, was in one 
of these thoroughly in-
volved imaginings made 
sculpture titled The Knife 
Shop, 2009, Kyack’s de-
but solo show after hav-
ing graduated in 2008 
from USC’s MFA pro-
gram. The Knife Shop 
was a manic agglomera-
tion of things, all end-
lessly riffing on the knife 
as a subject, and included 
a knife making workshop 
complete with a mini 
forge and improvised an-
vil, a display table with 
an array of hand made 
knives, a half figure with 
a television screen for a 
head and yellow work 
glove holding a host of 
blood red globs, the same 
work glove is shown up 
on the chunky television 
monitor/head shooting 
through the air in a loop 
that never seems to meet 
its destination. On an-
other end of the sculp-

ture is another figure made of sheet-foam hous-
ing insulation and multicolored packing tape 
that looks like it ’s been repeatedly used for knife 
aiming practice with an old timey sign for a head 
stating unequivocally “You Can’t Put The Shit 
Back in the Goose”. On the opposite end of this, 
there ’s a constant fountain of red liquid stream-
ing into a red beer bucket, and numerous odds 
and ends including two disembodied eyeballs 
resting atop red food coloring jars (the red in 
the fountain) on top of a boombox box with a 
handful of model trees. The whole ramshackle 
contraption, unlike a lot of kinetic work, seems 
to work in its own roughhewn fashion. The 
sculpture is, in its own way, a monumental tri-
umph of the fiercely handmade. In the press re-
lease for the show, Kyack in an interview with 
“spiritual advisor/aesthetician/chemical coach 
Hani Bobo”:

jk Well, I’m looking at the knife in all the ways I can 
think to look at it – as a tool, a weapon, an object, 
a symbol. To me, these interpretations seem to slip 
around each other pretty easily because the knife ’s 
form is so simple and constant, yet its uses span such 
an immense spectrum, and the results of these uses 
encompass such a huge range of form and emotion.

hb I see what you mean, but I wonder – what is this 
work in celebration of?
jk The knife is the gift of agency...

This agency is deeply synonymous with the this 
can-do American “self-reliance.” Besides Mc-
Carthy and (though briefly mentioned) Kaprow, 
there ’s another artists I feel like Kyack is chan-
neling, namely Bruce Nauman. Though Kyack 
wasn’t aware of it when he made the piece, there ’s 
a famous legend, I may have even have heard from 
Nauman’s friend and colleague Richard Jack-
son, that Bruce Nauman almost gave up making 
art for knife making, but the task took so long to 
make a knife he might as well make art, but this 
idea of craft and the handmade permeates Nau-
man’s work, even though like Kyack’s, it’s realized 
as post-minimal messiness. (In a piece in the Feb. 
21, 1997 issue of the New York Times about Nau-
man and wife painter Susan Rothenberg, Michael 
Kimmelman writes: “There is a sense in his own 
work of labor as art, an oddly American notion of 
do-it-yourselfism that is not about esthetic bliss but 
about the beauties of science and craft.”)

And when Kyack figures out how things work, it’s 
not difficult for him to start building ideas out of 
them. In his sculptures, one can tell that the con-
cept likely comes from some deeper consideration, 
but one which drops all the didactic meanings, and 
let’s the skills, visions, and materials take over. 

In The Knife Shop, Kyack made a series of knives 
by hand and played with this in the installation, 
each of the knives representative of some new 
gesture. One is a series with the New Hampshire 
State motto, “Live Free or Die,” (a Thoreau-
esque statement), emblazoned on its naked metal; 
others include a knife made from broken Bud-
weiser bottle, six knives cut from a six foot two-
person saw, a knife made from an old mailbox, 
five knives made from an ice hockey stick found 
on a frozen lake, and several skinners made from 
discarded circular saw blades. The knife in Ky-
ack’s not only gives him a sense of agency as a 
tool, but as a mode to explore meaning, especially 
in its relationship to the handmade, the body. Such 
issues in the hands of a lesser artist would look 
like a literal listing of the meanings of an object, 
but with Kyack he manages at some point to let 
the twisted strangeness of the subconscious take-
over to make something infinitely more rich in 
meaning than any kind of literal thinking through 
could ever succeed. 

And the sculpture, in the end, is beautiful, not be-
cause it ’s the slick finish fetish of an LA school, 
but because it is almost all quite obviously made-
by-hand and much of it likely scavenged. It ’s a 
monumental sculpture both in idea and execu-
tion, and I can’t imagine it costing more than a 
few hundred dollars to make, though perhaps 
with skills that may take years to acquire. Imagine 
taking one of his knives in your hand and look-
ing about the assembled construction, think hard 
about the power of this simple tool of ancient 
origins, the agency it gives you, before setting it 
back and stepping away. 

Mousse 23 ~ Joel Kyack
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Los Angeles  ~ Joel Kyack

Opposite – At sunrise, New Year’s Day, 
hike to the highest point you can and jerk 
off until you come, 2007. Courtesy: the 
artist and Francois Ghebaly, Los Angeles.

Above – Double Barrel, 2008. 
Courtesy: the artist and Francois Ghebaly, 
Los Angeles. Photo: Josh White. 



 

'Superclogger': Puppet shows for the congested freeways of L.A. 

Mizota, Sharon  
June 11, 2010   

Joel Kyack hopes his mobile theater helps commuters see other possibilities in their surroundings. 

The freeway appears regularly in L.A. art — works by Ed Ruscha, 

Dennis Hopper and Catherine Opie come to mind — but rarely 

does art grace the Southland's concrete corridors. There is 

graffiti, of course, and a smattering of decaying murals, but  

for the most part, the freeway is an artistic wasteland.  

Until now. Coming to select rush hour traffic jams this summer: 

"Superclogger," a mobile puppet theater by Los Angeles artist 

Joel Kyack. Accompanied by fellow artist Michael Hayden, Kyack 

performs shows out of the back of his nondescript white pickup 

truck for anyone who happens to be driving behind it.  

Commissioned by the Culver City non-profit LAXART, "Superclogger" began its crawl through the Southland's 

most congested stretches of freeway on June 1, on the 405. (Kyack monitors the flow of traffic on Google 

Maps to find the slowest spots.) Additional shows will appear sporadically through Sept. 25, when they will 

be featured in an event at the Hammer Museum. Upcoming dates and freeways are listed on the LAXART 

website (www.laxart.org).  

"Los Angeles has such a long history of cars and car culture that it almost seemed like a perfect project to 

see how a young, emerging artist would respond to this context," says Cesar Garcia, curator of public art and 

programs at LAXART.  

Starting roughly at 5 p.m. on designated days, lucky commuters will see the back of the pickup's shell top 

swing open to reveal an energetic hand puppet dressed like a heavy metal musician. If they tune their radios 

to the frequency written on a cardboard sign on   

the tailgate, they'll hear crashing guitar chords and a gravelly announcer's voice say, "Welcome to 

'Superclogger'!"  

What follows are four vignettes, each between 4 and 7 minutes long, in which characters discuss the 

vicissitudes of fame, friendship, snobbery, artistic integrity and love. An aging country singer laments the 

price of success; a naive young boy confronts upper class pretensions in a surreal conversation with a talking 

shrub; two construction workers shed their tough guy image with a karaoke version of Joni Mitchell's "Both 

Sides Now"; and an isolated writer sets aside his novel for a lucrative screenplay and love.  

All the scenes are about "characters sort of negotiating their want or their desire to make a world around 

them," Kyack says, "and then the will of the world often times putting up those blocks."  

Artist Joel Kyack and his mobile puppet show,  
"Superclogger," perform in the back of a truck on 
the 210 freeway during rush hour. (Genaro 
Molina, Los Angeles Times / June 1, 2010)  

 



 
Kyack doesn't mind if people don't get the connection between the stories and gridlock; he doesn't even 

expect them to watch the entire show. "If someone saw 30 seconds of one of the plays, I think it's just as 

good," he says. For him, the content is secondary to the show's potential to transform the space around it. 

The plays are "kind of a trick, or that point of entry for someone to come in and then experience this 

performative space," he says.  

Kyack hopes the novel experience of seeing a puppet show while idling in traffic will jolt commuters out of 

isolation in their cars and help them see other possibilities in their surroundings. For one thing, drivers might 

be more aware of the potential for a fender bender and exercise caution while watching the puppet show. But 

there are also larger questions about what behaviors are acceptable or permitted within a given space.  

"How much have you forfeited?" he asks, in his typically emphatic, animated manner. "How much have you 

resigned? How much space? The highway is a complete forfeiture to the government. To their rules, to their 

land grab."  

Case in point: Driving east on the 210 on a recent Wednesday afternoon, Kyack and Hayden quickly push the 

puppets out of sight as they pass a Highway Patrol car on the side of the road. "We're not doing anything 

illegal," Kyack says. "The truck is modified with seatbelts. I'm completely in compliance with the FCC." Since 

the transmitter radius is only about 100 feet and it broadcasts on unused frequencies in the area where the 

truck is driving, Kyack says the project does not require a license from the Federal Communications 

Commission.  

California Highway Patrol spokesman Mark Garrett was not aware of any incident reports regarding  

the project. "There's no specific law that prohibits someone from doing something like that as long  as they're 

seated legally," Garrett said.  

For all its careful planning, the project has a decidedly handmade, impromptu vibe. 

"I'm not a puppet maker. I'm not a playwright. This is the first time I've done either one," says Kyack. He 

wrote the scenarios, made all the puppets by hand and recorded the music, sound effects and voices (his 

and Hayden's) over a period of about eight months. Pre-recorded on CD, the soundtrack is broadcast from a 

small FM transmitter in the truck. The two men dress in black with cheap black pantyhose over their faces 

and sit in seats installed by a friend of Kyack's, master welder Peter Fuller. There is no curtain; the 

puppeteers' forms, if not their faces, are discernible behind the puppets.  

"Materially, both for the modifications to the pickup truck and the puppets, I'd say it was just under $300," 

says Kyack. This low-budget approach is integral to the project and his work in general, which also includes 

sculpture, installation and non-puppet performances.  

"Legitimacy is so often informed by the financial backing," he says, "I like to think I'm operating in opposition 

to that, where I'm showing people that ideas can happen very simply too."  

 


